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Newsletter 61: What is
Prefamac showing at
Interpack ?

06/05/2014

Dear reader,
I'll keep it short: Make a note!
Hall 3
Booth F44
8 May to 14 May 2014
Daily from 10:00 – 18:00
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Interpack May 2014
Just a few more days until the triennial Interpack trade fair in
Düsseldorf Germany opens its doors. Prefamac is also taking part
this time. We will be showing various cooling tunnels, the new look
of our Switch+ enrober machine, the new Premium flaking
machine, melting kettles from 170 litres to 2 tonnes, some
tempering machines, etc. and actual chocolate in various flavours
and colours. We will also be handing out our new seven leaflets
containing more product information and we will be showing
various videos on a few iPads and a large screen. Our new
website will become active at the same time, but we'll touch on this
in our next digital newsletter.
We hope to welcome you all at Interpack and want to let you know
that a visit to the Prefamac booth is always worth it. Those who
stay home will have to wait that bit longer.
See you soon!
Under more photos you can see the hall plans, including Hall 3
where Prefamac has a booth.
More photos
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Various cooling tunnels
Cooling tunnels are top notch at Prefamac. That's why we will be
showing off the Power tunnel, the Power Slim, the Power Plus, the
Light tunnel, complete covers, half covers, transparent covers,
double drives, single drives, etc. and so much more. 1600 mm, 820
mm and 400 mm, so that there is something for everyone!

New design
The SWITCH+ enrober machine with removable trays for the super
fast switching of chocolate is becoming more and more popular,
compared to the machine with the fixed FIX tray. It was therefore
time for a new design with an external PLC. You can smell the
chocolate from far away!!

The new PREMIUM machine
After the industrial Basic and Curl flaking machines, Prefamac is
now also launching the Premium flaking machine. Pneumatic,
superfast, flexible according to the type of chocolate, etc. A new
demonstration every hour. White chocolate, milk chocolate. A big
thanks to Belcolade Belgium for the blocks of chocolate we
received!

La Vie en Rose
Because the smaller
Prefamac machines
are often used as lab
machines or demo
machines, we intend
to show the Compact
3in1 using coloured
chocolate. A feast for
the eyes and beautiful
if used as decoration,
for example. A big
thanks
to
BarryCallebaut Belgium for
the white chocolate,
and thank you to IBC
Belgium for the Power
Flowers.
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